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[[Wikipedia:List of shortcuts]]
Type the shortcut in the first column into the Wikipedia search bar as a shortcut to the corresponding page. 
Shortcuts can also be used in wiki links, e.g. [[WP:WP|List of shortcuts]]. This list is just a selection.

WP:3RR [[Wikipedia:Three-revert rule]]: Policy to limit edit wars: any editor can only make 3 reverts of the same content in 
a 24 hour period.

WP:5P [[Wikipedia:Five pillars]]: Summary of policies and guidelines that define the project.

WP:AFD [[Wikipedia:Articles for deletion]]: Community discussion of articles whose existence may breach policy. 

WP:AGF [[Wikipedia:Assume good faith]]: Fundemental principle in interpreting others' behaviour.

WP:AN [[Wikipedia:Administrators' noticeboard]]: Request input from adminstrators. Hot-spot for brewing controversies.

WP:BEANS [[Wikipedia:Don't stuff beans up your nose]]: Essay against banning specific activities lest they become an invitation.

WP:BITE [[Wikipedia:Please do not bite the newcomers]]: Behavioural guideline: be polite, not hostile.

WP:BLP [[Wikipedia:Biographies of living persons]]: Policy to be responsible (and try to avoid getting sued).

WP:BOLD [[Wikipedia:Be bold]]: If you can improve an article, you should do it!

WP:C [[Wikipedia:Copyrights]]: Policy that Wikipedia content is licensed under the GNU Free Documentation License.

WP:CIVIL [[Wikipedia:Civility]]:Policy on not being a jerk.

WP:COI [[Wikipedia:Conflict of interest]]: Guideline on avoiding editing in a way that promotes your personal interests.

WP:CONS [[Wikipedia:Consensus]]: Policy that consensus is Wikipedia's fundamental model for editorial decision-making. 

WP:COOL [[Wikipedia:Staying cool when the editing gets hot]]: Essay on avoiding flame wars.

WP:CSD [[Wikipedia:Criteria for speedy deletion]]: Policy listing criteria where administrators may delete pages without 
prior community discussion (which would be [[WP:AFD]]). See also [[WP:PROD]].

WP:FAC [[Wikipedia:Featured article candidates]]: Community discussion-based process to recognise high-quality articles as 
[[WP:FA|Featured articles]], formerly known as “brilliant prose”.

WP:HD [[Wikipedia:Help desk]]: Discussion board to ask for help from (or provide help to) other editors about Wikipedia.

WP:IAR [[Wikipedia:Ignore all rules]]: Contentiously invoked policy: “If a rule prevents you from improving or maintaining 
Wikipedia, ignore it. “

WP:LAME [[Wikipedia:Lamest edit wars]]: Records of hilariously overblown conflicts.

WP:MOS [[Wikipedia:Manual of Style]: Extensive and detailed guidelines on formatting articles.

WP:N [[Wikipedia:Notability]]: Guideline often used as a criterion for inclusion (or exclusion) for articles.

WP:NOR [[Wikipedia:No original research]]: Policy that Wikipedia does not publish original research or original thought. 

WP:NOT [[Wikipedia:What Wikipedia is not]]: Policy listing things Wikipedia is not, often cited in [[WP:AFD]] discussions.

WP:NPA [[Wikipedia:No personal attacks]]: Policy, extension of [[WP:CIVIL]]. “Play the ball, not the man.”

WP:NPOV [[Wikipedia:Neutral point of view]]: Policy that articles “must be written from a neutral point of view, representing 
significant views fairly, proportionately and without bias. “

WP:OWN [[Wikipedia:Ownership of articles]]: Policy that editors should not treat their edits possessively, and therefore 
should let other editors edit their work without regarding it as interference.

WP:POINT [[Wikipedia:Do not disrupt Wikipedia to illustrate a point]]: Guideline against cherry-picking policies to make a 
point. (More complex than this)

WP:POST [[Wikipedia:Wikipedia Signpost]]: Read the excellent weekly community newspaper, the Signpost.

WP:PROD [[Wikipedia:Proposed deletion]]: Policy: a deletion process lighter than [[WP:AFD]] but heavier (more opportunity 
for editor input) than [[WP:CSD]].

WP:RFA [[Wikipedia:Requests for adminship]]: Process by which users become administrators. Once [[WP:CONS]] is 
reached, administrators are promoted by bureaucrats.

WP:RFC [[Wikipedia:Requests for comment]]: Light-weight [[WP:AN]].

WP:RS [[Wikipedia:Reliable sources]]: Guideline about what constitutes an acceptable source (usually not your blog).

WP:SNOW [[Wikipedia:Snowball clause]]: Invoked by admins when closing a debate with overwhelmingly one-sided opinions.

WP:TM [[Wikipedia:Template messages]]: Lists of templates for use in articles, user talk pages, user pages...

WP:V [[Wikipedia:Verifiability]]: Content policy: The threshold for inclusion in Wikipedia is verifiability, not truth. 

WP:VP [[Wikipedia:Village pump]]: Traditional Wikipedian name for community discussion board(s).

WP:WHEEL [[Wikipedia:Wheel war]]: Policy against the administrator equivalent of an edit war.
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